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W
ith a record for 
producing ultra-
minimalist high-
end designs, 
German brand 

Eggersmann was true to form with 
this unique addition to its collection. 
Called Work’s, it is the brainchild 
of  Eggersmann Managing Director 
Michael Wunram and long-term 
designer collaborator Freimut Stehling, 
who have collaborated for 15 years. 
Stehling says that he wanted to create 
a semi-professional kitchen that closely 
resembles a professional kitchen. 

Anything, but a statics system, Work’s 
will eventually integrate other items 
into its range. The kitchen is aimed at 
ambitious hobby chefs who appreciate 
good design, precious materials and 
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high functionality. One unusual and 
eye-catching feature is the traverse 
made of  black powdered aluminum 
above the working units. Onto that, 
a stainless steel suspending system is 
fixed, a mobile module with a rack 
and crossbars for storing kitchen 
tools, oils, pots, spoons or everything 
else generally needed for cooking. 
To one side is a specially designed 
exhaust device made of  stainless 
steel that forms a perfect union with 
the illuminated LUX cabinet, which 
placed alongside, puts the tableware in 
its true light.

The preparations for cooking take place 
at the middle unit below the traverse. 
The 100-millimeter thick worktop made 
of  natural oak invites cooks to chop, 
mince and cut, while and the cook top, 
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the work area and the kitchen sink unit 
form the basis for an ambitious cooking 
event.  Racks for storing small bowls, 
pots, pans and any other item necessary 
for cooking or for setting the table are 
hidden at the rear of  the internally 
illuminated rotating cabinet behind 
the spy mirror front. A slight touch to 
the front and the cabinet rotates 180 
degrees to present its interior. 

The more than five-meter Table Marc 
made of  natural oak enriches the room 
and offers sufficient space to have a 
meal together, to quickly prepare a 
coffee or to round off  the party.  Short 
paths, a perfect arrangement, easy 
access, a well-organized structure 
and enough space for cooking 
alone or together with friends make 
Eggersmann the best of  choices. 


